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TOME VS. VALENCIA, 1846
edited by GILBERTO ESPINOSA

ON

of March 1846 the curate at the parish
church of Valencia, a small village on the Rio Grande (now in
Valencia County) a few miles west of the village of Tome, was the
Reverend Jose de Jesus Baca. His jurisdiction included the parish
and church at Tome.
Customarily, the Catholic population of Tome would invite the
curate to celebrate Easter Week ceremonies for his entire jurisdiction at their church. For some reason, dissension had been mounting between these two neighboring villages-perhaps over their
relative importance, perhaps over the strict supervision exercised by
Curate Baca. Generally, bitter feelings seemed to be confined to
certain village leaders and factions.
Be all this as it may, in this particular year the faithful of Tome
had failed to extend to the curate the usual invitation to conduct
the Easter Week rites at the church of Tome. Deeply offended by
this obvious slight, the curate announced that this year the services
would be held in his chapel at Valencia and, in order to emphasize
the solemnity of the occasion, he began making plans to remove all
the santos from the chapel in Tome and take them to Valencia.
On the twenty-second day of March 1846 Father Baca, either
unaware or unconcerned that his plan had been brought to the
attention of the faithful of Tome, appeared in the village accompanied by several followers from Valencia. He claimed that he was
confronted in the plaza by a well-armed group of men, under the
leadership of the justice of the peace of Tome, Jose Manuel
Sanchez. Just. what transpired in the plaza on this day is not
THE TWELFTH DAY
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exactly clear despite the lengthy investigation which followed.
Only this is certain. The curate, realizing the futility of attempting
to remove the santos from the chapel, abandoned his plans and dismissed his followers.
The issue was not settled in the plaza, however. Excercising his
prerogatives as parish priest, as well as his authority as ecclesiastical
judge of the same jurisdiction, Curate Baca filed charges against
justice of the peace Jose Manuel Sanchez. He accused him of assembling a turbulent mob, of conspiring to oppose his spiritual
authority in Church matters in violation of Canon Law, and of
committing abominable crimes, all of which called for dire punishment. These charges were referred to Manuel Armijo, then governor of New Mexico, and quick action followed. Sanchez was suspended from office and placed in the common jail; the accusations
were referred to Antonio Sandobal, Judge of the First Instance,
Third Judicial District, with directions to proceed to a summary
.
investigation and trial.
Sanchez made a statement denying all charges. He had called
the men of his jurisdiction to assemble with their arms in the plaza
of Tome in response to orders from the prefect of that district; a
declaration of war by the Navajo nation necessitated passing in
review all the able-bodied men of the village in preparation for the
common defense.
Some eight witnesses testified at the trial. The accusations
against the justice were found to be totally without proof or merit
in the eyes of the law and such was reported by the court to Governor Armijo. After reviewing the collated evidence, the governor
returned the file to the presiding judge with instructions that he
enter his decree according to his findings without further executive
intervention. Strangely, however, the governor continued his intervention, stating that the justice of the peace of Tome had been
the cause of these commotions, and that his dismissal was to be
definitive!
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Neither the President of the Republic nor the Governors of the
Departments, who, by virtue of the authority entrusted to each
one in accordance with the Organic Law, are responsible for
prompt administration of justice, are permitted to interfere in the
merits of civil or criminal causes or in the order of presentation and
procedures.
Article 2 of the Supreme Enactment of January 30, 1845.

Editors of El Provisional of Chihuahua:
Tome, New Mexico, May 8,1846
Dear Sirs:
Will you please order printed as a supplement to the newspaper
which you edit the attached transcript of proceedings instituted
against me by order of his Excellency, Governor D. Manuel
Armijo before the judge of the first instance of this district. Because it is generally known in this Department that I was held for
ten days, fettered, in the public jail, some may consider me a very
criminal person, and in order that the public may do me the justice
I deserve I again beg you to print this supplement, for which
favor I shall ever be grateful.
Your respectful servant who kisses your hands

Jose Manuel Sanchez Baca
Alcalde Judge of the First Instance:
I, citizen Jose Manuel Sanchez, ex-justice of the peace of Tome,
appear before you in due legal form and without prejudice to my
rights and claims. And I state that in order to make the appeals
that may be expedient in regard to the false charges made against
me by the priest D. Jose de Jesus Baca, the incumbent curate of
this jurisdiction, I petition and beg you, in accordance with justice,
to be pleased to order that I be given a certified copy of the pro-
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ceedings had before this court in the hearing of the false accusation
filed against me, to be appended to this petition. I protest, and as
necessary &c.
Tome, April 15,1846
Jose Manuel Sanchez

Varelas, April 15, 1846
The foregoing having been presented and received, let the matter proceed as the law provides and the party requests. I, the Judge
of the First Instance of the Third District, so decreed, ordered, and
signed before two corroborating witnesses with whom I act in the
absence of a notary public, since there is none. All this is done pursuant to law, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Constante

Ecclesiastical Court of Tome
Excellent Sir:
As the result of not having been invited to conduct the Holy
Week ceremonies [pasos] by my parishioners of Tome as has been
the custom, I joined with the rest of my parishioners, residents of
Valencia, in determining that the sermons be preached with customary solemnity in the chapel of Valencia, which is my residence
and the headquarters of my curacy. To this effect I determined that
the necessary sacred images belonging to my parish be brought to
Valencia. But disgracefully, day before yesterday, when I was
about to carry out my decision, I was prevented from so doing by
an unruly gathering of armed persons under the justice of the
peace D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, who had previously conspired
gratuitously against me and denied all my appeals for assistance in
my efforts to carry out duties of high ecclesiastical importance for
the spiritual good of the faithful souls. In order to forestall a sad
catastrophe I personally confronted the factious people headed by
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Sanchez who at that time was privately ensconced within the public government buildings of Tome. With words I attempted to
calm this depraved and tumultuous outcry, pointing out that I was
the ecclesiastical judge and vicar of that place. On this authority I
had ordered that the images aforesaid be removed to the chapel
indicated [Valencia] so that they might be rendered the ceremonies
and homage which recalls the tender passion of the redemption of
mankind. All resulted in vain, Excellent Sir. My exhortations were
received with scorn. Indeed, these Pharisees became more violent
in their determination to deprive me of the active jurisdiction I
possess in my parish. And considering their offensiveness and
hatred, and to avoid further disgraceful disturbances, I suspended
my determination. A crime so abominable, on this occasion, merits
the religious attention of your Excellency ip order that law and
justice be directed against these unlawful acts as your prudence determines. Not only has there been offense against my authority,
but those sacred Canons which prohibit the laity to interfere in
ecclesiastical matters have been trampled underfoot. I trust in the
upright sense of justice of your Excellency that you will take action
in order that the leaders who promoted such barbarous incidents
may be castigated with full rigor of law.
God preserve your Excellency for many years.
Tome, March 23, 1846

Jose de Jesus Baca
His Excellency General D. Manuel Armijo
Superior Government of the Department
There having been received by this government an official communication wherein the Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca manifests
,that the.,justice of the peace of Tome has incited a revolutionary
riot to impede him in his ecclesiastical functions, I notify you to
send with all possible'dispatch an order to the justice of the peace
of Valencia to send the proper substitute to Tome to take over that
court and to inform the accused judge of his suspension, sending
him immediately under the necessary guard to your court in order
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that there be a prompt hearing according to law because he deserves to be punished with full vigor of law for the scandalous
crime he has committed against the ecclesiastical judge of that
place, and as an example to the public.
You will advise the commissioned judge to advise the judge who
will be placed in charge of the jurisdiction of Tome to advise his
subordinates that if in the future they again interfere with the
functions of the incumbent curate of that place, in such event my
indulgence will not be extended to the 'unruly populace and I will
notify the presiding judge to include them in the indictment and
imposition of such punishment as the law provides for the actual
leaders. I send you the communication of Curate Baca so that it
may serve as the caption of this prosecution in the information of
the charges. I urge your active attention in this matter and that the
delinquents be kept under strict guard until sentence is passed on
their crime with that penalty to which the law condemns them.
I take this occasion to repeat to you my appreciation and esteem.
God and Liberty.
Alburquerque, March 25,1846.

Manuel Armijo
Judge of the First Instance D. Antonio Sandobal
Varelas
Caption of the Proceedings
In the villa of Alburquerque, head of this district, on the twentysixth day of the month of March 1846, I, D. Antonio Sandobal,
Constitutional Alcalde of this municipality and Judge of the First
Instance, inasmuch as now, eight o'clock in the morning, I have
received official notice from his Excellency Governor D. Manuel
Armijo in which is set forth information to the court to the effect
that on the twenty-second day of this month there was an unlawful
rising of armed persons in Tome, headed by the justice of the
peace of that demarcation D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, against the
incumbent curate of that place D. Jose de Jesus Baca in a tumultuous manner which denied to the curate his ecclesiastical prerog-
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atives, contrary to Canon Law, as is set forth by report of said
curate, dated the twenty-third of the present month, directed to his
Excellency the Governor, and in order that the matter may be investigated and the delinquents properly punished, I ordered a summons issued under this caption. I so provided, ordered, and signed
with my corroborating witnesses with whom I act according to law
for lack of a notary public, since there is none, and on the present
common paper for known lack of sealed paper, to all of which I
attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Decree and report of action taken
At the same place and date I ordered the justice of the peace of
Tome suspended from office and his imprisonment and that he be
sent in safe custody as the accused. And in order that this may be
of record, I drew up this statement over my rubric. The original
communication by said Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca is to be appended to the proceedings, and I by this so decreed, ordered, and
signed, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Court of the justice of the peace of Valencia
At the moment there came into my hands the superior order,
dated the twenty-fifth of the present month, which his Excellency
the Governor of this Department saw fit to direct to me, I gave the
matter due and punctual attention in every respect as ordered.
Accordingly, D. Jose Manuel Sanchez is appearing to answer to
that court the charges which incriminate him. He is not going
under safe custody as the orders to me state because he handed himself over with sufficient willingness in order to do so of his own
accord.
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I have the honor to offer you assurances of respect and cordial
affection. God and Law.
Valencia, March 27,1846.

Salvador Gonzalez
Judge of the First Instance of the
Third District D. Antonio Sandobal
Declaration of the accused, Jose Manuel Sanchez
In the same villa on the twenty-eighth day of the month of
March 1846, the suspended justice of the peace of Tome Jose
Manuel Sanchez appeared before me, D. Antonio Sandobal, judge
of this cause, and made this preliminary statement, which was
taken for the purpose of ascertaining the issues which are before
the court. And I accepted his protest, not made under oath, and I
having informed him of the accusation made by Curate D. Jose de
Jesus Baca, he declared: That having on the afternoon of the
twenty-first received a circular issued by the Prefect of this District,
to the effect that inasmuch as war had been declared by the Navajo
nation, he should assemble the men of his jurisdiction, well-armed
and provisioned, to pursue the enemy, and feeling that it would be
proper to conduct such operations with the people under his command, he gave orders that they should assemble at the public
buildings of Tome on the twenty-second, as it was a feast day and
a good opportunity to assemble them for review and make necessary arrangements. At this time, he was informed that the curate
was arriving and headed toward the public buildings. He went out
to receive him and greeted him. The curate told him that he
wanted nothing from him; that he did not even want to talk to
him, that his business was with the people. In view of such disrespect toward him, he [Sanchez] retired to his quarters and went
about his business. Asked if he knew what conversations had been
had between the curate and the people; he declared that he knew
nothing more than that; that while busy with his affairs and preparing his lists, he heard loud talking and he went out and gave
orders. to the people to quiet down. And then he saw the curate
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leave with no more to say than that he would close the parish
church. And with regard to the accusations of which he has been
notified, he asked that the tribunal bring his accuser before him;
that up to this point he considers the fact that [accusing· him] of
such a crime was calumny, and said calumny without basis or
merit. Asked what else he knew in the premises, he declared that
he knew nothing more; that what he had stated was true, and he
affirmed this twice and more. In conclusion, he gave his name as
Jose Manuel Sanchez, married, occupation farmer, age 34, and
that he is a citizen of the demarcation of Tome, signing this his
declaration before me and my corroborating witnesses, to which I
attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Jose Manuel Sanchez
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Decree
Immediately on the same date I, the Judge of the First Instance,
certify that from the proceedings shown in the papers which follow, it appears there is nothing more against the suspended justice·
than the accusations which the curate makes against him, and for
the investigation of the .matter I should and do order that the
aforesaid suspended judge be held prisoner on the evidence until
his accuser sustain with true proof the charges made; for which
purpose the said curate is summoned to appear on the thirtieth of
the current month with his proofs and other matters he may
consider pertinent. And so it may be of record, I signed with my
corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Corroborating witness, Jose Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero
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Court of the First Instance of the Third District
The official notice which is dated the twentieth-eighth of the
month that is ending that was transmitted to that Ecclesiastical
Court in your charge was mistakenly done, in that this Court of
the First Instance not having a judge qualified in legal procedure
with whom consultation might be had, an involuntary mistake is
easily made. Therefore, the invalidity of said notice is manifest,
and consequently your presence in this court is without prejudice
to the continuation of this trial of the accused, full faith and
credence being given to the official notice which that Ecclesiastical
Court sent to his Excellency the Governor, which he has at hand.
God and Liberty.
Varelas, March 20, 1846.
Antonio Sandobal

Curate of Tome, D. Jose de Jesus Baca

Court of the First Instance of the Third District
In order to clarify the accusations which the curate of this
jurisdiction, D. Jose de Jesus Baca, has made against the justice
of the peace of the same place, D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, it is
absolutely necessary that you arrange to have appear before this
Court of the First Instance six of the most competent and trustworthy persons who were present on the day of the tumult.
Let this be done with the greatest possible promptness, because
the nature of this case so demands. These gentlemen shall come
with an official notice from you, certifying their names, this for
the information of the Court.
God and Liberty.
Varelas, March 30,1846.
Antonio Sandobal

Substitute Judge of Tome
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Supreme Government of the Department
I herewith attach an official notice which has been addressed
to me by the Vicar of the Department relative to the sacrilegious
uprising which disgracefully broke out in the curacy of Tome so
that with attention thereto and to the law applicable, your Excellency may fully understand the gravity of the crime perpetrated
by Jose Manuel Sanchez who led this diabolic outbreak which
was against the person of an Ecclesiastical Judge, a minister of
the Almighty, and against the holy religion we profess. I again
urge your Excellency that not only the ex-judge Jose Manuel
Sanchez, but also Joaquin Basan, a violent man, a known
trouble-maker, and the real director of this band of ruffians, be
held in rigorous confinement, so that, without delay, a summary
hearing may be had, as I have previously requested, including in
these proceedings all those who were originators of the tumultuous
outbreak, keeping me informed every three days of the course of
the trial and of the confinement of the delinquents, in order that
I may afford all sufficient aid to place on warning barbarians of
this stripe the like of whose acts have never before been witnessed
under the peaceful skies of New Mexico. This government has
the greatest interest that its ecclesiastical laws be respected; these
are the fundamentals of Christian peoples and it is determined
not to spare any means to salvage our laws from the shipwreck to
which complete laxness in allowing crimes to go unpunished
would bring them.
I take advantage of the occasion to offer to your Excellency my
respect and distinguished appreciation. God and Liberty.
Villa of Alburquerque, March 29, 1846.

Manuel Armijo
Judge of the First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal
Varelas.
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The Ecclesiastical Judge Ordinary of New Mexico
Excellent Sir:
The incumbent curate of Tome, D. Jose de Jesus Baca, in his
report of the twenty-third of the present month, among other
things states to the vicariate that he informed your Excellency
about the attempt and outrage which the inhabitants of Tome
directed against him, on the twenty-second of the same, because of
the plans of said ecclesiastic to remove some of the images of the
parish church to the chapel of Valencia. And he has in person
informed me that he understood that your Excellency took immediate and energetic steps to punish the trouble-makers and
leaders in such an enormous offense. 'On its part, this vicariate
appeals to you and takes the liberty of urging your accredited zeal
and Christian piety, to the end and that this expressed crime not
remain unpunished and that the wrong done to the Holy Church
and its minister be atoned and vindicated.
I take this opportunity to render my respects to your Excellency
and my special consideration. May God guard your Excellency for
many years.
Santa Fe, March 26, 1846.

Juan Felipe Ortiz
Excellent Governor, D. Manuel Armijo
Report

In this same villa on the first day of April 1846, I, the Judge of
the First Instance, bringing the action in this case up to date let
the copy of the previous communication to the judge of Tome
and his reply be added to the record. And in order that it may be of
record, I set down this statement with my rubric, to which I
attest.
Decree continuing matter
Immediately on the same date, I, the judge in this cause, the
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copies referred to in the previous statement having been added to
the record, and for the investigation of the crime charged and in
fulfillment of the caption of the proceedings, the justice of the
peace of Tome having sent the men as requested by this court, I
ordered them to be placed incommunicado separately, in order to
pursue the corresponding investigations with the alcaide Citizen
Anacleto Lopez completely responsible for their custody.
And so that it may be of record, I signed with my corroborating
witnesses, to which I attest.

Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Jose Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Marfa Lucero
Court of Tome
Having received your official notice of today, the thirtieth of
the month endIng, I immediately set about fulfilling your
orders and resolved to set them on their way to your court. Since
they were not here I sent for them where their livestock is, in said
compliance of orders~ And they are the following persons who
took part in the gathering: D. Jose Ignacio Salazar, D. Jose
Jaramillo, D. Felipe Ballas, D. Antonio Roybal, D. Jose GOmez,
Jose Maria Lucero. And in due compliance with orders I took
this measure to bring in the individuals who took part in said
gathering. God and Law.
Tome, March 31,1846

n

Juan Salazar
Judge of the First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal
Ecclesiastical Court of T orne
Having been informed that there is requested from the justice
of the peace of this demarcation, that there appear before the
Court of the First Instance your witnesses to give their declaration
in the pending cause involving D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, and
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observing that the type selected for this are among. the accessories
in the disturbance, who conspired against me, and because at
least three of them should be in prison according to the order of
his Excellency, it appears to me they cannot be witnesses in said
cause, for which reason I bring this to your attention so that these
gentlemen be disqualified; because for the purpose of the declarations sought, it is necessary they be given by impartial persons
who took no part in this matter, and recourse should be had to
those so that they might testify with more veracity.
God guard your Excellency for many years.
Tome, March 3 I, 1846.

Jose de Jesus Baca
Judge of the First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal
Court of the First Instance
Excellent Sir:
In the prosecution of the criminal cause pending in this court
against the defendant Jose Manuel Sanchez, there were requested
from the substitute judge of Tome, six of the most able and
trustworthy citizens available who would have knowledge of the
incident, to inform us without regard to persons [involved].
Having presented themselves they were kept incommunicado to
avoid the possibility of connivance that cOlild result in their not
giving their true opinion of the case. But at the time the first was
about to testify, an official communication was received from
Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca, which I reverently transmit to your
Excellency, so that having seen it, your Excellency may have the
goodness to tell me whether the aforesaid communication will
serve as a challenge to [the witnesses], or whether they will
testify as is customary. What I state: seeking your Excellency's
opinion concerning the correct and prompt dispatch of the case,
at the same time I beg indulgence for the errors there may be in
the matter, for I am absolutely without prejudice.
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On this occasion I offer to you the secure assurance of my
respect. God and Justice.
April I, 1846.
Excellent Sir,
D. Antonio Sandohal
Excellent Sir: Governor D. Manuel Armijo
Superior Government of the Department
In view of your official communication and that of Curate
Baca which you enclose, I notify you that in order to summon men
to testify you notify said curate officially so that he may state
those who may be most impartial about this sacrilegious disturbance; and only for this purpose may demands be made to said
curate.
That is, forwarding this communication to said curate, which
will be the only way to avoid greater evils and have the truth of
the incident concerning which this government has probable
evidence come out. This communication and all those sent by
the curate are to be added to the file of the case against the ex·
judge Jose Manuel Sanchez and his proselytes. God and Liberty.
Alburquerque, April I, 1846.
Manuel Armijo
Judge of the First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal
Varelas
Court of the First Instance of the Third District
I, having reported to his Excellency the Governor, enclosing
your communication of the thirty-first of last month, his Excelle~cy replies as follows: I transmit to you for your information and
in order that you may state officially to this court, who" in your
judgment, are the most impartial persons who witnessed the riot,
in order that the appropriate ones may be summoned for the
clarification of the case before this court against the accused
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citizen Jose Manuel Sanchez. This constitutes a reply to your
communication. God and Law.
Vareias, April 1, 1846.

Antonio Sandobal
Curate, Ecclesiastical Vicar, D. Jose de Jesus Baca
Ecclesiastical Court of Tome
Charged with the mandate of your Excellency, and of his
Excellency's answer, of which I am mindful, I say with reference
to its contents that there are in this place certain persons who did
not participate in the events from which this cause resulted, but
it is not convenient for me to list them because perhaps the other
side would not be satisfied. And in like manner your Excellency
can request them through the present justice of the peace who I
assume is fully advised of those who did not take part, and also
certain other persons from Valencia, who together with the justice
of the peace of Valencia, if it appears to him convenient, which I
believe would be the most prudent way. God guard your Excellency
for many years.
Tome, April 2, 1846.

Jose de Jesus Baca
Antonio Sandobal, Judge of the First Instance of the Third District
Court of the First Instance of the Third District
For the prosecution of the case in this court against the accused
D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, I notify you ,that by Monday next,
which is the sixth of this month, you shall present yourself in
this court, bringing three citizens of your jurisdiction, of established probity, who were in the plaza of Tome on the twentysecond day of March past. You will do so at eight o'clock in the
morning on the day mentioned. God and Liberty.
Varelas, April 3, 1846.

Antonio Sandobal
Substitute Justice of the Peace of Tome
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Court of the FirstInstanceof theThird District
On Monday n~xt, which is the sixth of this month, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, you shall present yourself in this court,
bringing with you three citizens of that jurisdiction of established
probity who were present on the morning of the twenty-second
of March past in the plaza of Tome. You will do this without fail
because the nature of this case for which you are summoned so
requires. God and Liberty.
Varelas, April 3, 1846.

Antonio Sandohal
Justice of the Peace of Valencia
Court of the First Instance of the Third District
In the official mandate which his Excellency the Governor
sent to this court, dated today, among other things he directs me to
place Joaquin Basan in strict confinement, 'inasmuch as he is the
head of the gang of miscreants; and that proceedings against him
be instituted without delay. Therefore I remit this order to you so
that you may have the aforesaid Joaquin Basan present himself
immediately before this court. You will take care this is done as
ordered and you will be held responsible for the slightest fault
or omission which may occur through procrastination or other
motive. God and Law.
Varelas, March 29, 1846.

Antonio Sandohal
Justice of the Peace, Belen
Declaration of Citizen Joaquin Basan
In the villa of Alburquerque on the first day of April 1846, I,
the Judge of the First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal, presiding
in this cau\e, certify that there appeared before me citizen Joaquin
Basan. I order that his declaration be taken preliminary to the
investigation of the action pending. And he being· present, I
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advised him of the manner and form in which he is held as an
accomplice and in like manner I advised him of his rights; without being under oath, he promised to make true disclosure of
what he knew and he was questioned.
Asked what he knew about the matter under investigation and
to state and relate what he knew, he declared: that having been
requested by his brother-in-law, Jose Manuel Sanchez, to come
and join him after he had been suspended from office, while on
their way his brother-in-law informed him that he came as a
prisoner by order of his Excellency the Governor because of a
crime that had been imputed to him; that he had prevented the
removal of the santos from the church of Tome; that because he
had called the people together to pass review on their firearms
and munitions, which were necessary for their defense, that this
accusation was made against him.
Asked whether he knew or saw that the people of Tome were
assembled and led in a scandalous manner in a riot against the
ecclesiastical judge in violation of sacred Canons. He answered
that in no manner does he know of such action; that it is four
months or more since he has set foot in the church at Tome or in
any private residence in that place; that whenever he had occasion
to go there on business he has travelled only on the roads, without
going to any house.
Asked what more he knew about the matter, he declared that
he knew nothing more, that what he has declared is the truth.
His statement having been read to him, he affirmed twice and
more that it is true and as he made it. And in conclusion he stated
that his name is Joaquin Basan, married, thirty-four years of age,
a resident of Santa Maria de Belen, by occupation a farmer. And
he signed this statement with me and my corroborating witnesses,
to which I attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Joaquin Alejandro Basan
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero
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Note
On the same date, I, the judge of this cause, having seen the
official communication of the Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca, in
which he challenges the men who were requested from Tome to
testify in the investigation of this matter, which official communication is included with a request for his Excellency's opinion and/or
his information; and other later action. In order that it may be of
record, I set down this note with my rubric and those of my
corroborating witnesses. I so attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

.·Decree
In the villa of Alburquerque on this I st day of April 1846, I,
the judge of this cause, having received a reply from his Excellency the Governor with attached an official communication
from Curate Baca, I should and do order' that they be appended
to this cause, and I am sending an official communication to the
aforesaid Curate Baca, so that in his reply he may be pleased to
prescribe the persons who are to be summoned for the investigation; and those whom the judge had sent are to return to their
homes to take care of their business. By this decree I so provided,
ordered, and signed, along with my corroborating witnesses. I so
attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Most Excellent Sir:
Joaquin Alejandro Basan, a Mexican citizen,resident of the
Pueblo of Belen, appears before you with sincere protestations of
consideration and respect and states: He regrets the necessity of
intruding upon your Excellency, present Governor of this Department of New Mexico, if even for a moment, in the midst of your
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many duties and begs you to deign to hear the just plea of a
prisoner detained in jail by order of the Judge of the First Instance
and wrongs suffered for reasons which I do not know. Excellent
Sir: whatever my crimes may be it is evident from the contents of
my preparatory declaration, which was given today, that this is an
offense charged against my brother-in-law, D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, and not against me. The fact is, Excellent Sir, that through a
sister of mine I first learned that Sanchez was being taken to court
to be tried. In such a situation it is only natural to feel human concern. Immediately I hastened to accompany him with those proper
considerations inspired by the precepts of mercy.
I came with him, and before the summons strictly enjoining
him to appear before the aforesaid Tribunal was sent. We two
brothers were of the same mind and we went to pay you a visit.
Your Excellency, with your usual courtesy and good manners, in
accordance with your high character received us. And after fifteen
minutes we took leave of your Excellency and wended our way to
the tribunal referred to. My brother-in-law remained in confinement and I returned to my home where, finding a report that I was
to be tried in the same manner as my brother-in-law, without waiting for my arrest or being served with any order or act of authority,
I appeared before the Tribunal of the First Instance, Third District, which shows my innocence. I asked for the relevant data
which justified my being put on trial. These sacred Guarantees are
those which make our nation a civilized society. To assure these
has ever been the object and the fruit of the enactment of government; these [Guarantees] are not denied even to criminals who
commit in the light of midday and in the midst of plazas the most
notable crimes, because among civilized Mexicans, a criminal is
recognized as a man and even when punished retains his dignity
as such. If he deserves the ultimate penalty he is conducted to the
place of execution without degrading him from his due as a human
being. I do not wish to weary your Excellency further with these
noble considerations which you already have in mind.
I conclud~ by earnestly begging your Excellency to condescend
to allow me a quarter of an hour's audience. By the use of the first
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and most august of your attributes which is to protect from recourse to force and false pretenses, your Excellency will not deny
me this great favor, which will remain graven not only on my
heart but on those of my poor and noble family. I swear I am not
malicious in presenting· this correspondence, asking the use of
pr()per sealed paper be excused, since I cannot obtain the same.
Varelas, April 1,1846.
Joaquin Alejandro Basan

Alburquerque, April 1, 1846
Let the petitioner be set free. He is restrained by this government only from going or being in the town of Tome for a period of
two weeks from this date and from joining the accused, Jose
Manuel Sanchez.
Manuel Armijo

Decree of release
Immediately on the same date, I, the judge in this cause D.
Antonio Sandobal, having received the decree of his Excellency
Governor D. Manuel Armijo, dated as of today, in which there is
ordered the placing at liberty of citizen JoaquIn Basan, and hereby
complying with this order, let the said Basan be given his release
from prison where he is. To this effect, this order is to be delivered
to the alcaide for execution. And this I order and sign with my
corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Decree
On the third day of the month of April 1846, I, the judge in
this cause, order that whereas by proceedings previously had, I
should and do order that ofJ:.icial notice be issued to the justice of
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the peace of Tome to appear on the sixth day of this month with
three men of unquestioned impartiality and probity, at the hour of
eight in the forenoon. In like manner, let an official notice be sent
to the justice of the peace of Valencia, to appear with three more
men of similar character, on said date at two in the afternoon. I so
provided, ordered and signed by this decree with my corroborating
witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero
Statement of the Substitute Justice of the Peace of Tome
On the sixth day of April 1846,. there having appeared before
me, D. Antonio Sandobal, Judge of the First Instance, Third District, the substitute justice of the peace of Tome, citizen Juan
Salazar, from whom I received the proper protest under oath
which he made by God our Lord, and with the sign of the Cross,
under which he promised to declare the truth of what he might
know. Being questioned as to his name, status, age, occupation,
and residence, he stated that his name was Juan Salazar, married,
age twenty-six, by profession a farmer, and he is a resident of the
qemarcation of Tome.
Asked if on the morning of March 22, he was in the plaza of
Tome and [if so] to relate and state all he may know; he stated
that on said day he was at said plaza, but that he was in bed with
an attack of illness.
Asked if he knew that on said day there occurred a tumult in
said plaza, who it was that caused this or who were the leaders; he
said he had learned this from some boys who stated that the curate
and the people had a confrontation over some images he desired to
remove from the church, and he does not know how it happened.
Asked if he knew the purpose for which the people met at the
government houses and by whose order, he declared that he knew
they had gathered by the order of the justice D. Jose Manuel
Sanchez, because his informant told him so; with the purpose of
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putting into effect a superior circular order, and to pass them in
review to prepare them for the emergency it referred to.
Asked if he knew or saw that judge D. Jose Manuel Sanchez
engaged in any gross or insulting conduct toward the Ecclesiastical
Judge D. Jose de Jesus Baca, he said he knew nothing. Asked what
else he knew with reference to the matter under consideration, he
declared he knew nothing more, that what he had stated is the
truth.
He affirmed this more than two times under the oath he gave,
signing this his declaration before me and my corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Juan Salazar
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Statement of Jose Maria Flores.
On the sixth day of the month of April 1846, I, the Judge of the
First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal, judge in this cause, and
there appearing citizen Jose Maria Flores, I took his declaration
under oath which he gave before God our Lord, and with the sign
of the Holy Cross, under which obligation he promised to declare
the truth of what he may know. Being questioned as to his name,
status, age, occupation, and residence, he stated that his name was
Jose Maria Flores, a single man, age twenty-seven, a farmer, and
residentof Tome.
Asked if he was in the plaza of Tome on the morning of the
twenty-second of March, to relate and state all he may know; he
stated that he knew nothing, for on that day he was not in the .
plaza.
Asked if he knew the purpose for which the people met at the
government houses and by whose order; he answered that he knew
nothing; that no one had informed him of this ·until now when h~
was asked, nor had he heard or been aware of· anything said or
done in this respect.
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Asked what else he knew with reference to the matter under
consideration; he answered, nothing; that what he declared is the
truth; and having been read the same, declared it was true as given
and he affirmed this more than two times under the oath he gave,
signing this, his declaration with a cross, not being able to write,
before me and my corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Jose Maria Flores [Xl
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Declaration of Antonio Jose Baca
Immediately on the same date, I, the judge of this cause, D.
Antonio Sandobal, and there appearing before me citizen Antonio
Jose Baca, I took his declaration under oath which he gave before
God our Lord and with the sign of the Holy Cross, under which
obligation he promised to declare the truth of what he may know.
Being questioned as to his name, status, age, occupation,. and residence, he declared that his name is Antonio Jose Baca, married,
twenty-six years old, by occupation an overseer and resident of
Tome.
Asked if on the morning of March 22, he was in the plaza of
Tomeand [if so] to relate and state all he may know; he stated
that on said day one citizen Bautista Silva came to call him and
advise him the judge had summoned him to come to the government houses with his arms for a review; he went and saw the judge
and asked to be excused because he was going to meet his mules
th'qt were expected from Sonora, and that the judge excused him
and he left after his arms had been examined.
.Asked if he knew the purpose for which the people met at the
government houses and 'by .whose order; he stated they were
gathered for review because ·wl1ent'he arHved there some people
had already arrived and he understood it was for a review, for his
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Declaration of T orilas Benavidez .
'Immediately following on the same date; I, the judge of this
cause, D. Antonio Sandoba:l, and there appearing citizen Tomas
Benavidez, I took his declaration under oath which he gave before
God our Lord and with ,the sign of the Holy Cross, under which
obligation he promised 'to declare the truth of what he may know.
Being questioned as to his name, status, age, occupation, and residence, he stated that' his' name, is Tomas' Benavidez, 'married,
twenty~fiveyea;~ old, a farmer, and a resident of Tome..
Asked if
the morning of March 22, he was in the plaza of
Tome, and [if so] to relate and state all he may know; he stated
that being the mayordomo of the acequia of Tome he was riot there
on that date, but that on the twenty-first being in his. house where
he lives, not far from the plaza, heobserved the alguacil making the
rounds and advising the people that they shouldasseinble the next
day in the plaza for a review; this he saw and even the sheriff himself so stated" but he was not himself summoned, nor did he go to
the plaza:."
.
.,
'.

on
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Asked if he knew that the suspended judge, D. Jose Manuel
Sanchez, engaged in any gross or insulting conduct toward the
Ecclesiastical Judge D. Jose de Jesus Baca; he declared he did not
know of a single word nor had he heard anyone say anything.
Asked what else he knew with reference to the matter under
consideration; he declared that he knew nothing; that what he
declared was the truth; and having been read the same declared it
was true as given, and he affirmed this more than two times under
the oath he gave, signing this, his declaration, with a cross, not
being able to write, before me and my corroborating witnesses,
to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Tomas Benavidez [X]
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Declaration of the Justice of the Peace of Valencia
On the sixth day of the month of April 1846, I, the Judge of the
First Instance, D. Antonio Sandobal, and there appearing the
justice of the peace of Valencia, I took his declaration under oath
which he gave before God our Lord and with the sign of the Holy
Cross, under which obligation he promised to declare the truth of
what he may know. Being questioned as to his name, status, age,
occupation, and residence, he stated that his name was Juan Jose
Sanchez, married, forty-six years of age, a farmer, and resident of
Valencia.
Asked if on the morning of said day he was in the plaza of
Tome, that he state and relate what he might know; he said yes.
Asked what was the reason for being in said plaza on said day; he
declared that he had gone for the purpose of bringing images of
that church by the order of Curate Baca, who had made them
available for the Holy Week ceremonies in their chapel [Valencia].
He went after mass and the father told him that they would invite
the alcalde and people to help them; and he sent the sacristan and
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he came back with the news that they could not come because they
were busy.
Curate Baca went and when he came back from there, he told
him to withdraw, that this was no time to take the images [and]
that he was going to close the church.
Asked if he knew for certain for what purpose there had been
assembled in the plaza a group of armed persons, he said he did not
know; that he saw the group of people at the government houses,
but that they were not armed.
Asked who was the leader of the group, he said that he did not
know who had assembled the group, nor with what purpose, nor
who headed it. Asked if he observed the Curate Jose de Jesus Baca
talking to the people, he answered that he did not; that he remained there in the churchyard and did not know what had
happened nor was he told.
Asked whether he knew whether the suspended judge, citizen
Jose Manuel Sanchez, took any part against the Curate, either as a
judge or personally, in this matter, he stated that he saw nothing
nor does he know anything about what is asked.
Asked whether he observed anything else with reference to the
matter under consideration, he declared that he knew nothing
more, that what he has stated is the truth; and having been read
the same, he declared it was true as given, and he affirmed this
more than two times under the oath he gave, signing this, his
declaration, before me and corroborating witnesses, to which I
attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Juan Jose Sanchez
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Declaration of Manuel Vigil
Immediately on the same date, I, Antonio Sandobal, judge in
this cause, there appearing citizen Manuel Vigil, I took his
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declaration under oath which he gave before God our Lord and
with the sign of the Holy Qross, under which obligation he prom~
ised to declare the truth of what he may know. Being questioned
as to his name, status, age, occupation, and residence; he stated
that his name is Manuel Vigil, married, fifty-seven years of age, a
farmer, and a resident of Valencia.
Asked if on the morning of March 22, he was in the plaza of
Tome, and [if so] to relate and state all that he may know; he
answered yes, that he was there.
.
Asked why he went there on said day, he stated that he went
with other citizens for the images; that Curate Baca told him that
they were to go for them that day, and that they were to be used
for the Holy Week ceremonies in Valencia.
Asked if he knew for sure for what purpose the people of Tome
were gathered in the government houses and armed, he said he saw
them, but did not know for what purpose nor did he. see them
armed; and that he did not go to the place where they were..
Asked if he observed who was the leader of these persons or who
was at the head of these people, he answered he did not observe or
know who was their leader.
Asked whether Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca was talkingto the
people, and with what words he expressed himself, he stated he
did not know what they were talking about; only that he saw him
send the sacristan and afterward he· went himself. That the
sacristan told him that they were not able to come because they
were busy; and when the curate returned from there, he said to
the judge of Valencia that he should leave; that this was no time
to remove the santos, and that he was going to close the church.
Asked if he saw that the suspended judge of Tome, D. Jose
Manuel Sanchez, had any differences with the curate in judicial or
personal matters, he declared he saw nothing nor heard anything.
. Asked what else he knew with reference to the. matter under
consideration; he stated that he knew nothing else; that what he
declared is the truth; and having been read the same, he declared
it was true as given and he affirmed this more than two times
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under the oath he gave, signing this, his declaration, before me·
and my corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandohal
Manuel Vigil
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Declaration of citizen Francisco Antonio Chavez
Immediately on the same day, I, Don Antonio Sandobal, judge
in this cause, there appearing before me citizen Francisco Antonio
Chavez, I took his declaration under oath which he gave before
God our Lord and with the sign of the Holy Cross, under which
obligation he promised to declare the truth of what he may know.
Being questioned as to his name, status, age, occupation, and
residence, he stated that his name is Francisco Antonio Chavez,
married, twenty-eight years of age, by occupation a farmer, and a
resident of Valencia.
'
Asked if on the morning of March 22, he was in. the plaza of
Tome, and [if so] to state and relate all he may kriow; he answered
that he had been summoned by the judge at his place ofresidence,
so they might go to Tome to bring some images; being there, he
saw Curate Baca order the sacristan to go where the people were
gathered at the public buildings and to tell them to come to the
churchyard where he wanted to talk with them. The sacristan
returned and stated they had said they could not because they were
busy and that the curate himself went, and when he returned he
heard him state to the judge that they should leave and that he
then left.
Asked if he knew for certain for what purpose these people had
assembled with arms and with what object, he stated he did not
know for what purpose they were gathered nor did he see that they
were armed.'
'Asked if when the curate went to where the people were, if he
noted what words were used in the affair, he said he did not know
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nor did he hear any words either from one or the other side.
Asked if he saw whether the suspended justice of the peace of
Tome, D. Jose Manuel Sanchez, offended the curate, D. Jose
de Jesus Baca, in any manner, either judicially or personally, he
answered that he knew nothing nor saw anything of this.
Asked what else he knew about this matter, he said nothing
more, that what he has stated is the truth; and having been read the
same, he declared it was true as given and he affirmed this more
than two times under the oath he gave, signing this, his declaration,
before me and my corroborating witnesses, to which I attest.
Antonio Sandobal
Francisco Antonio Chavez
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio MariaLucero

Declaration of Jose de Jesus Lujan
Immediately on the same date, I, the Judge of the First Instance,
D. Antonio Sandobal, and there appearing before me citizen Jose
de Jesus Lujan, I took his declaration under oath which he gave
before God our Lord and with the sign of the Holy Cross, under
which obligation he promised to declare the truth of what he may
know. Being questioned as to his name, status, age, occupation,
and residence, he stated that his name is Jose de Jesus Lujan,
married, twenty-three years of age, a farmer, and a resident of
Valencii
Asked if on the morning of March 22 he was in the plaza of
Tome, and [if so] to relate and state all he may know; he stated
that having gone there on said day on order of the justice of the
peace of his residence, to bring some images, and being in the
churchyard, he saw that Curate Baca ordered the sacristan to go
where the people were gathered at the public buildings, and to
ask them to do him the favor of coming; he did not hear what the
sacristan had said, but he did note that the curate went there and
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when he returned he told the judge that he should leave; that the
images were not to be removed.
Asked if when Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca was talking to the
people, if he knew what words passed between them; he said he
did not know nor did he hear anything. Asked if he saw the suspended justice of the peace of Tome, D. Jose Manuel Sanchez,
take any part or in any manner offend the curate, D. Jose de Jesus
Baca, either judicially or personally, he said that he knew nor saw
nothing, nor has he heard of this from anyone.
Asked if he knew anything further in the matter, he said that
he knew nothing more; that what he declared is the truth; and
having been read the same, he declared it was true as given and he
affirmed this more than two times under the oath he gave, signing
this, his declaration, before me and my corroborating witnesses, to
which I attest.

Antonio Sandohal
Jose de Jesus Lujan
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero
Court of the First Instance of the Third District
Excellent Sir:
In the inquiry which has been held in this court regarding the
accused, Jose Manuel Sanchez, statements have been taken of the
substitute justice of the peace of Tome together with three other
citizens of the same plase; and in like manner of the justice of the
peace of Valencia anc~ three others of the same qualifications as
the former. All this has been done in legal manner and as is clear
from the depositions of each one, not the least proof or even imperfect evidence appears against the defendant.
Under this supposition I pass this case on to your Excellency so
that you may be completely reliably informed on the state of the
case; and in accordance with your Excellency's order that a report
be made to him every three days, I therefore did this.
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I have the honor of communicating this to your Excellency for
your information, at the same time submitting my expressions of
esteem and respect. God and Law.
Varelas, April 7, r846.
Excellent Sir, Antonio Sandobal
Excellent Sir: Governor Manuel Armijo
Superior Government of the Department
Apprised of the contents of your official communication of. the
seventh of this month, I see that you state that after the proceedings
no proof of crime appears against the accused Jose Manuel Sanchez. Because you even affirm that testimony was given by eight
witnesses, including the substitute justice of the peace of Tome
and the justice of the peace of Valencia, as is of record in your
communication to which I am replying.
The government cannot intercede further. Except, that since
said judge was responsible for this, he is to be ineligible to continue
in his office. The remainder is not within the government's jurisdiction, and indeed, the judge of the case is the only one responsible for the conduct of proceedings in his court. God and Liberty.
April 8, r846.
Manuel Armijo
Judge of the First Instance, Antonio Sandobal
In the villa of Alburquerque, on the eighth day of the month of
April r846, I, the Judge of the First Instance of the Third District;
D. Antonio Sandobal, in view of the declarations made in the
hearings had as to the accusations made against citizen Jose
Manuel Sanchez by Curate Jose de Jesus Baca, and there being no
proof of the crime charged, I should and do order that the said
Sanchez be given his freedom, there being reserved to the parties
the right to exceptions. And let them be informed, notifying
Sanchez of the official communication which under this date the
Governor transmits to this court to the present judge. By this
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decree, I so provided, ordered, and signed with my corroborating
witnesses, to which I attest.
AntOnio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Report
Immediately on the same date, I, Judge of the First Instance,
D. Antonio Sandobal, having placed at liberty citizen Jose Manuel
Sanchez, he was notified of the content of the preceding decree.
He said that he is infOl}ned of its content. In like manner, let an
official communication be issued to Curate D. Jose de Jesus Baca,
with a copy of the same decree, for his information and notification.
And in order that it may be of record, I set down this report with
my rubric and those of my corro?orating witnesses, to which I
attest.
Antonio'Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Maria Lucero

Court of the First Instance of the Third District
In the proceedings had by virtue of the accusation you made
against the ex-justice of the peace, citizen Jose Manuel Sanchez,
the following decree bears the official seal (S). I transmit it to you
for your infoimation and such purposes as may be pertinent. God
and Law.
.
Varelas, April 8, 1846,
Antonio Sandobal

Ecclesiastical Judge, Curate Jose de Jesus Baca
Legal copy made from the original, to which I refer, its correction
and emendation being witnessed by citizens Juan Antonio Aragon
and Antonio Constante, having been copied accurately and legally
at the request of citizen Jose Manuel Sanchez, for whatever pur-
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poses he may find pertinent; and in order that it may be of record,
I signed with the aforesaid witnesses.
In Varelas, April 25, 1846.

Antonio Sandobal
Corroborating witness, Juan Antonio Aragon
Corroborating witness, Antonio Constante

